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PREMIUM QUALITY
HAND ROLLING TOBACCO

Tobacco Seriously Damages Health

Background

"

Development of RAW, a new RYO brand, "with attitude" to compete in the European market.

"

Researched in Germany, and now in the UK .

"

Development of one core route, with alternative options :
variations on RAW design
alternative brand names
other branded/pack concepts

0

Development of three advertising routes

Research Objectives

"

To evaluate the core concept RAW among RYO smokers:
To consider appeal, product expectations, positioning and brand imagery:
among different smoker groups
versus Golden Virginia and Old Holborn

"

To assess the contribution of branding and pack design, and optimum execution of the
concept

"

To evaluate advertising in terms of inability to position and differentiate RAW, and it's
relevance and interest to the target market

Research Method

Six focus groups with men who smoke RYO tobacco :
Golden Virginia, Old Holborn, Samson or Drum
who "mainly" roll tobacco rather than smoking packet cigarettes
smoking 30+ roll ups a week
Structured as follows:
two groups of students
two groups of C1C2D, 21-26 years, working
two groups of C1C2D, 27-34 years, working
"

Fieldwork took place w/c 26th January and w/c 2nd February in North London, Leamington
Spa and Reading (viewed) . All groups were facilitated by Melanie Haslam .

MAIN FINDINGS

Haslam Druru

Product Usage

Dominated by Golden Virginia :
Old Holborn only had a presence in the older smoker groups
a scattering of Drum, Samson and Cutters Choice
The majority had started smoking RYO from packet cigarettes:
price differential
attempting to cut smoking down/out altogether
The majority still duplicated to some extent with packet cigarettes:
Embassy No 1, Benson and Hedges, Marlboro (students),
Silk Cut, Lambert and Butler

Price drives RYO usage

"

The majority smoke RYO because of price . Many would prefer to be able to afford packet
cigarettes . . . . . .

"

The price differential with packet cigarettes at RSP prices has increased significantly.
But many, the majority even, are buying at "Duty Free" prices :
often £3 instead of £8 for 50g
less than a packet of cigarettes

"

A considerable number of respondents had clearly tapped into a regular supplier:
this availability seems to benefit Golden Virginia rather than Old Holborn

RYO Benefits

Controls consumption :.
act of creating your own inhibits consumption
and can control the amount of tobacco used for each cigarette
"

Less waste:
goes out when put down

"

Know what is in it; only `natural' tobacco, not processed

"

`Real' tobacco taste

"

Relaxing, contemplative:
ideal with your mates, in the pub

0

A big hit, a real smoke

RYO Disadvantages

Less socially acceptable :
when on a night out
especially with the wife, girl-friend
"

More paraphernalia, slightly more grubby
Inconvenient :
when working with hands/driving
when want to nip out for a quick cigarette

Cigarette Usage

"

More convenient

"

More socially acceptable, especially with women :
"Can't take your rollies out in a decent whistle when you're trying to chat up the birds."
(21 - 26 London)
Less control:
more impulse smoking
burns up/burns out too quickly
Dubious quality:
saltpetre, and other additives (even nicotine)
artificial
poor quality of tobacco "woodshavings", "dust"

Image of RYO

"

Imagery dominated by expected user imagery "old men and students" and the working man :
-

"

largely price driven usage

Underpinned by certain product values and characteristics :
-

unprocessed, natural, earthy, "what you see is what you get"

-

bigger smoke, no filter, stronger hit

"Old blokes"

"Students"

"Real Men"

Real beer, pubs,
flat caps, "Coronation
Street", "old blokes
having a good time"

Hippie-ish, "punks",
70's, more rebellious,
potentially linked to
drugs

Working men, macho,
overalls, "steel boots"

Park Drive, Woodbines

Marlboro, Camel, or
"whatever they put in it"

Benson and Hedges,
Embassy No 1

Observations on the Sample

Minority of RYO 'traditionalists' tended to be older respondents :
relate to the quality of tobacco, the idea of smoking `real' tobacco
the control and creation implicit in rolling their own
need the hit, used to the smoke
want to stick with rolling tobacco
The majority of respondents were users because of price:
prefer the social acceptability, image and convenience of cigarettes
or, would prefer to give up altogether

The Context of RYO

"

Increasing awareness about drug usage has impacted on RYO users:
"1 nearly got thrown out of Eros. 1 went in there with my pouch of tobacco and Rizlas and
nearly got chucked out by the bouncers . . . . .a young guy with roll ups and they think, hang
about!"

"

More searches in pubs and clubs, more bouncers on doors, greater suspicion from police
Hash, dope, cannabis, skunk, grass, in fact smoked by a considerable number in London,
and a number of students in the Midlands:
viewing in Reading inhibited discussion

RYO Brands

Among this sample, market and perceptions dominated by Golden Virginia :
seen to be the most popular brand
more available `Duty Free'?
Difficult for brands other than Golden Virginia and Old Holborn to get noticed ; a market of
habit and inertia :
unlike cigarettes, less switching due to price, or to lower tar
trial often `word of mouth'
"

Packaging that stands out ; Samson, Camel (not seen before), Swan (polarised opinion)
Samson ; smart and traditional
Swan ; bright and eye-catching vs crisp packet/Tate and Lyle (not a traditional design)
Camel ; expectations and imagery borrowed from cigarette brand (interest in trial
from some students especially)

Old Holborn and Golden Virginia
Old Holborn
Darker, stronger
Wetter
Less like tailor made

Golden Virginia
Lighter, milder
Drier
More like tailor made

Seen as an old man's brand, down
market, rough, tough, sailors

Seen as a younger brand, the
`average' man, "Jack out of
Emmerdale"

Strong ale and Guinness
Woodbines

Pints in the pub, scotch
Benson and Hedges

Old Holborn seems more likely to be under pressure than Golden Virginia?
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Golden Virginia Imagery

Combination of green/gold packaging and lighter tobacco, overlaid onto category imagery .
Outdoors
Fresh
Countryside
Lighter
(Healthier)
Calm
Peaceful
Relaxing
Simplicity

"The average man"
Working men
Students
Women
Traditional
Classic
British way of life
Good times
Pubs, beer and scotch

A contemporary, dynamic image among it's
smokers, especially in the context of RYO
Haslam Big

Overview : Reactions to RAW

"

Although Golden Virginia has a very positive image among it's smokers, the market itself is
still dominated by traditional imagery and packaging
A radical new concept in image terms, such as RAW, has the potential to open up the
market and redefine existing brands:
cutting through traditional imagery
repositioning Golden Virginia as an older, more staid, fussier brand
talking directly to younger smokers for the first time
As it stands RAW has considerable merit. However, there are executional issues we need
to consider, and perhaps quantify, to understand how to exploit the full potential of the
concept

The majority of smokers, especially older smokers and `traditionalists' . who essentially buy
into traditional RYO imagery, found it impossible to relate to RAW:
breaks the rules of the category
does not speak their language
The majority of students and some of the younger smokers were intrigued by the concept,
and related to the different style of the brand:
a totally different design approach
breaking rules and challenging perceptions
-

Initial Reactions t o RAW
Polarisation

"That looks cool"
`That looks illegal"
"That would get you searched at the
club"
"Strikes you"
"Catch the eye"
"It's a league of it's own because of
the packaging"
"It's probably pukka stuff but it's having
the bottle to buy it and carry it around. . .
like Black Death cigarettes"

"You'd get shopped if you bought that
out. it looks a bit suss. . . illegal. . . . .
definitely"
"That looks right dodgy. The police
would put you inside as soon as you
looked at that."

"Looks like a bag of nails"
"Looks like a bag of herbs"
"Looks cheap"
"Strong; cough your lungs up"
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The Impact of the Link with Drugs

"

The majority of respondents smoked dope:
significantly, always bought and kept in a clear plastic bag
often used with their rolling tobacco

"

Heightened concern/interest by police and in clubs/pubs about drugs, makes even the use
of rolling tobacco difficult in some venues
The link between RAW and drugs was spontaneous and immediate :
alienating/shocking the majority
making it a more interesting and challenging for others:
very definitely "a brand with attitude"

Brand Specifics

Reactions to RAW dominated by three features :
clear packaging
RAW branding
minimal design
Response to those variables depends on whether :
the brand `speaks your language' in design terms
whatever the smoker empathises with the brand intention - to take on the market
in a new way
"

Rejection of the idea tends to lead to a critical evaluation of the product and it's smoking
qualities

RAW Rejectors

Looks
shop :
-

cheap, like own label, like something from a cheap corner shop, from a health food
not enough packaging
not enough design
no reassuring RYO values

Tobacco expected to be :
unbelievably strong; hard on throat and lungs
cheap and nasty
dry
"

Whilst clear packaging not expected to keep the tobacco
"Heavy, strong and dry. You would cough a lot. Looks lit it wouldn't stay fresh for two
minutes."

RAW Relaters

Looks
-

completely different:
designer
minimalist
challenging, interesting
"What you see is what you get"

Tobacco expected to be very strong and distinctive :
but no issue over tobacco quality
no concerns that tobacco might be dry, or would not keep
Two issues raised :
will moistness of tobacco cause condensation in the pack?
what will it look like when there is only a little left?

Quality of smoke will the deciding factor in evaluation

RAW Image: The Positive Face

A statement

Funky

Powerful

Cool

Punchy

Young

Edgy

Designer

Risqué

Minamalist

Bold

Modern

Daring

RAW
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"You associate handrolling tobacco with a traditional way of smoking,
and that seems very modern. . . . when you look at it in the context of
other brands it looks out of place . . . . more futuristic."
(Student)

"Got the potential to knock Golden Virginia into the old man league.
If it's as good a smoke a lot of younger smokers could go for that to
get away from the pipe smokers, old men, flat caps, pigeons . . . ."
(Student)

RAW Image: The Negative Face

Hippies

Death

Punks

Bleak

Students

Decay

Drugs

Aggressive

Illegal

Militaristic

Mad

Damaging

Odd

Unfinished

"in your face"

Painful

Cheap

Masculine

"If you have a really good looking product minimal is fine. . .
if you've got minimal and it looks cheap, it really focus's on
cheap it is because there is nothing to cover it up."
(27-34 working)

'The only place that would sell is prison or student union
bars. "
(27-34 working)
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Develminq Potential?

RAW branding
"

Set up expectations of a rough, strong smoke in contrast with what RYO smokers want;
"smoothness"

"

Sounds very aggressive, militaristic, "in your face", obvious

"

Does not necessarily appeal to those who empathise with the concept :
"It reminds me of the title of one of those cheesy Hollywood movies
starring Schwarzenegger"
(student)

"

However for some, very much part of the appeal of the concept

Possible a lternatives
0960:

Sub:

"

American
use of numbers trendy
clever the way it reverses
off the wall

lively and young
a hint of defiance
(but is there an alcopop brand?)

Rootz/Roots :
about tobacco
Jamaican/Caribbean influence
-

Labelling technique
Explore use of overlaid label versus printed label:
considerable appeal of AWOL directly on to the pack
gives high quality feel to the clear packaging
"

Comparisons with drinks market:
classier to print on the bottle rather than stick on a label

"

Execution depends in part how we want to develop the tonal values of the brand :
more quality

Minimalist :
-~.

more rough and ready

Reactions to alternative label designs
"

Coloured labels tend to be seen as younger, for kids, like sweetie labels, cheap ;
comparisons made with alcopop brands (Hooch)
Positive response among some for:
darker colours (khaki and navy blue)
tobacco printed on label
`negative' RAW, for RAW light
Two product brand viable and suggests :
RAW and RAW light or mild (like cigarettes)
RAW strong/rough over the top
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Price Expectations

"

Rejecters can only imagine the brand as being very cheap,
and even then doubted their interest

"

Relaters could envisage paying a similar price to Golden Virginia
or Old Holborn :
but, it would need to be available Duty Free to stand any
chance at all

Manufacturer Credentials

"

The reassurance of a known company underpinning the brand does help to reassure some
consumers about the quality of the product :
"You know it's not made by some Tom, Dick or Harry who are trying to make a few quid.
It's done by an established company who have been doing it for years."
(21-26, working)
A cigarette brand can bring all the brand imagery, without casting 49persion on the tobacco
as a pukka handrolling tobacco -. Camel

"

Sobranie the most salient name on offer, but associated with cocktail cigarettes and parties
- . at odds with the minimalist imagery of RAW

"

Some low awareness that Gallaher make Benson and Hedges
positive association

"

No awareness of Richard Lloyd

the most

HOSIOM

Drury

Other Pack / Name Concepts

"

A.W.O.L., root,rolit, rolit, MARCO other concepts considered

"

Most interesting were AWOL and particularly root

"

A.W .O .L. for two design features:
- printing directly on to the pack which gave it a higher quality feel
- the branding device like a jeans button, a device used by designers
roots:
- combination of clear and opaque pack liked by some
- interesting branding / design feature of off centre name
- `tribal' (African shield) and `sporty' (surfboard) feel to the pack
- roots about tobacco

"

"

Other routes not in the frame :
-

rolit like a pack of condoms or a "lite" chocolate /Options drink

-

rolit branding loooked young
- like sweets, Love Hearts, Refreshers .
- Similar approach to some of alcopop drinks

-

MARCO liked by some who liked the' retro' look :
- but for most too busy and fussy

Note that concept of a seal that is part of the design of a pack was considered . In principle
it was thought a good idea. In practice, the seal fails after a while and begins to look tatty

Reactions to Advertising

"

all
One of the three campaigns, "Only Believe What You See", is highly appropriate to
consumers, and to the brand:

"

Tonal values: witty, clever, slightly anarchic and off the wall

"

in particular
Young and stylish feel ---I typically could be seen in Loaded magazine
Clever and appropriate to take on and amplify what makes the brand different :
positions the brand as honest and down to earth, in keeping with idea of the
clear packaging

0

Comparisons made with Guinness `Everything in Black and White'

"

Neither `No regrets' nor `Made by Character' appropriate to the brand or the consumers
`No Regrets' appreciated for quality of photography. However:
features old people, who by implication look old and wizened as a result of smoking
RAW
implies the brand has a heritage/history . But it clearly has not, and idea at odds
with packaging style :
- unfavorable comparisons made with Southern Comfort and Jack Daniels
- both those brands have a genuine heritage, reflected by traditional/classic drinks
packaging
tone retrospective and introspective, "a bit sad" even . Not in keeping with brand
values/energy

"

`Made by Character' was hard to understand . It was hard work with insufficient reward :
no one made the link completely with the idea of the character of individual
roll ups

"

The characters chosen were too middle class and remote:
but even with `ordinary man' the idea is dull and lacks interest

"

Seen as a fairly "intellectual approach, which combined with the tonal values of
photography, was more suited to Vogue or Tatler

"

Not in keeping with the streetwise potential of RAW, or the honest, down to earth approach
of the brand

CONCLUSIONS

Haslam Drury

Conclusions

"

There is undoubtedly an opportunity for a new brand to cut through traditional RYO values
and speak the language of younger smokers

"

They are tending to smoke RYO and the limited brands on offer because of price . It seems
likely RYO will continue to be buoyant as the price differential with cigarettes remains the
same, especially if `Duty Free' remains so available

"

Golden Virginia is at present the brand of standing with younger smokers. Golden Virginia
has a relatively dynamic image as a result of its lighter tobacco, green/gold livery, and
ubiquitousness
However, a brand for smokers who do not necessarily want traditional RYO values, has the
potential to reposition Golden Virginia as an older smokers' brand, more in keeping with
general category imagery

"

Camel is potentially an interesting alternative, although generally there was a high level of
criticism about the quality of the cigarette smoke
Haslam Drum

"

RAW is a very interesting concept. It has an edgy, streetwise feel which is highly
appropriate to younger smokers, especially students

"

What differentiates the brand is the clear packaging and minimalist design/livery

"

It should be noted that younger smokers in particular are packaging and design literate .
Consideration needs to be given to the technical development of the packaging and how
branding is carried . Whether the minimalist approach is to be:
more rough and ready (more "Camden Town")
or, more smart and stylish

"

The most difficult issue to resolve is branding . RAW has both strengths and weaknesses .
On the one hand :
it becomes a convenient word with which to disparage the product, and support
low expectations about product quality
some brand supporters feel it is too obvious a statement of the brand's defiant
intentions/machismo
the branding more than the packaging evokes some strong negative imagery
associated with the effects of strong tobacco
However it is also :
impactful
distinctive and different
a potent word with energy

